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A lovely message from Year 2



Year 3 - Isla S for consistently

producing an excellent quality and

quantity of work. Isla's assignments are

a joy to mark as she takes pride in the

presentation of her work, especially her

neatly joined cursive handwriting.

Year 4 - Katie A for making excellent

progress in English, especially writing.

The vocabulary she’s beginning to use

and the sentence structures used are

fantastic. Keep it up Katie!

Year 5 - Shanice M for her dedication

and resilience towards the entire online

teaching and learning. She has

continuously had a positive attitude and

worked extremely hard in all aspects of

her learning. Miss Bhaskaran was very

proud with her RE presentation on how

holy books are a source of wisdom for

individuals. She went above and beyond

by embedding audio and videos of

herself to present her leaflet

professionally.

Year 6 - Gabrielle S - Although she is

working from home, her work is always

completed to an impressive standard,

especially her newspaper report of a

WW2 bombing. Well done and thank

you.

 

 

 

HEAD TEACHERS AWARD
Kindergarten - Essie B for working

hard in her Kindergarten bubble and

trying her best in our phonic session.

Reception Oak/Stubbs - Camille W for

showing enthusiasm and determination

when learning in school. Camille has

shown excellent maths skills this week

when learning division and has written

fantastic sentences using her phonemes

in phonics. Great work Camille, keep it

up!

Reception Fields/Holmes - Eli’sha B

and Hugo H for bringing their smiles

into Fields bubble, returning to school

and being superstars when following

our new rules. Well done!

Year 1 - Gabriella-Grace B for

working incredibly hard with her

phonics work this week by looking out

for key sounds that she has been

learning. Gabriella-Grace has been so

enthusiastic about her Science learning

too and remembered the name of lots of

wild flowers. Great work Gigi!

Year 2 - Mikey W for his hard work

and dedication during online learning.

It is clear from the work he has handed

that he is working incredibly hard at

home. I am very proud of you Mikey!

 

 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE 

HEADTEACHER

Please find a letter from Mrs Carroll attached seperately in the Newsletter email.

 

 



HIGHLIGHTS FROM

YEAR 1

B Y  M I S S  N U N N

 

We learnt about different types of wildflowers and how to identify them. The children spoke about

each of the flowers and most of the class decided that the blue cornflower was their favourite

because the colour was so bright! 

 

We created posters to show each type of wildflower. 

The children thought about wildflowers and how they 

grow and came up with some fantastic ideas about being

carried by the wind and eaten or dropped by animals. 

 

 

We have been learning all about plants in Science!

The children enjoyed planting their flowers last week and

have been learning about the main parts of a flowering

plant. Check out some of their fantastic collages and

drawings of flowers.

 



HIGHLIGHTS FROM 

YEAR 2

B Y  M I S S  E M I N

 

 
This week in Maths, we have been looking at patterns in numbers and shapes. As

part of their task, the children had to look for 3d objects in their homes and create

repeating patterns. They really enjoyed this activity and used a range of objects. In

English, we have been busy planning and writing persuasive letters. 

 

On Wednesday, Year 2 looked very smart in the school uniform. It was lovely for

everyone to participate in Oakfields Spirit Day. The children loved being back in

their uniform for the day. It has been a great week with lots of hard work, well done

Year 2!

 



P.E HIGHLIGHTS 

This week all of the year groups were focused on “Fun Yoga Balancing” in

P.E, online with Miss Peacham, using a teddy or a toilet roll. We had to

follow a series of Yoga poses counting between 5 - 10 seconds for each one.

Some poses involved forward bending, hip opening, arm balances, basic

Yoga shapes and more advanced ones like hand stands and head stands. We

had to incorporate a teddy or toilet roll somewhere in the balance and had to

create a sequence of 4 – 6 positions that were our favourite. Here are some

pictures of us holding our favourite ones.



 

More Oakfields Spirit!



stay connected:

click below to follow us on social media:

LOOKING AHEAD

"Stay home... save lives."

RETURN TO SCHOOL - LUNCH

SURVEY

Please ensure that you read the letter from

Mrs Carroll attached separately and

complete the survey by Monday 15th June

10am if you intend to send your child back

to school.

 

In case you missed it...
Click the video to watch highlights from

Oakfields Spirit Day

https://twitter.com/oakfieldsslt
https://www.facebook.com/Oakfields.Montessori.School/
https://www.facebook.com/Oakfields.Montessori.School/videos/1598373947167031/

